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New measurements show that long-wavelength �k��s�0.5� electron temperature fluctuations can
play an important role in determining electron thermal transport in low-confinement mode �L-mode�
tokamak plasmas. In neutral beam-heated L-mode tokamak plasmas, electron thermal transport and
the amplitude of long-wavelength electron temperature fluctuations both increase in cases where
local electron cyclotron heating �ECH� is used to modify the plasma profiles. In contrast, the
amplitude of simultaneously measured long-wavelength density fluctuations does not significantly
increase. Linear stability analysis indicates that the ratio of the trapped electron mode �TEM� to ion
temperature gradient �ITG� mode growth rates increases in the cases with ECH. The increased
importance of the TEM drive relative to the ITG mode drive in the cases with ECH may be
associated with the increases in electron thermal transport and electron temperature fluctuations.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3318469�

The importance of long-wavelength turbulent fluctua-
tions in determining electron thermal transport in the core of
tokamak plasmas is of considerable interest to the field of
magnetically confined fusion. In the absence of magnetohy-
drodynamic �MHD� instabilities, small amplitude ��1%�,
low frequency ����ci, where �ci is the ion cyclotron fre-
quency� turbulent fluctuations associated with drift-wave-
type instabilities are widely believed to drive radial
transport.1 The turbulence driven transport can lead to heat
and particle losses that reduce the performance of magneti-
cally confined fusion devices.2 One expectation from drift-
wave theory that can be tested directly is that the ratio of
electron temperature and density fluctuation amplitudes,

�T̃e /Te� / �ñ /n�, should scale with the ratio of linear growth
rates of the trapped electron mode �TEM� and the ion tem-
perature gradient �ITG� mode, �TEM /�ITG.3,4 To test this,
multifield fluctuation measurements are needed. Electron
temperature fluctuations and density fluctuations have previ-
ously been studied in tokamak experiments5–7 during elec-
tron cyclotron heating �ECH�, but the two fluctuating fields
were not measured simultaneously. We present here the first
simultaneous measurements of long-wavelength electron
temperature fluctuations and density fluctuations in the core
of an L-mode tokamak plasma heated with neutral beams
and ECH.

The experiment was performed on the DIII-D tokamak
�major radius R=1.67 m, minor radius a=0.61 m�.8 The
discharges have magnetic field BT�2.0 T, plasma current
Ip=1 MA, with edge safety factor q95�5.2 in the time pe-
riod of interest, and are inner wall limited. A first discharge is

heated with 2.5 MW of neutral beam power injected in the
direction of the plasma current beginning early in time
t=300 ms. The L-mode plasma of interest �1500� t
�1800 ms� is sawtooth-free and MHD-free. In a second
discharge, in addition to 2.5 MW of beam power, 2.5 MW of
ECH power �110 GHz, X-mode� is deposited at the second
harmonic electron cyclotron emission �ECE� resonance layer
at �=0.17 beginning at t=1400 ms. The radial profiles of
electron �Te� and ion temperature �Ti� and density �ne� with
�red� and without �black� ECH are shown in Fig. 1 and are
plotted versus �, the normalized square root of the toroidal
flux. Derivatives are calculated with respect to ��, the square
root of the toroidal flux �not normalized�. Radial locations of
interest for turbulence measurements, local gradient values,
and linear stability calculations are referenced in values of �.
The profiles shown in Fig. 1 represent the average from an
ensemble of 100 spline fits to the data at t=1605 ms. The
data are randomly varied within the measurement error be-
fore each spline fit using a Monte Carlo method. Dotted lines
indicate one sigma error bar from the resulting distribution of
100 fits, representing an estimate of random experimental
error in the profiles. With ECH, Te increases a factor of 2 on
axis and a factor of 1.5 at the fluctuation measurement loca-
tions �=0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. The density profile is matched in
the two discharges using feedback control and edge gas puff
fueling; Ti increases 20%–30% in the region of interest. The
electron temperature gradient �Te increases 50%, with little
to no change in the ion temperature gradient �Ti or the den-
sity gradient �n. The normalized gradient scale length is
defined for temperature, for example, as a /LT

=a / ��T / �dT /d�����, where a is the plasma minor radius at the
last closed flux surface at the midplane. During ECH, in the
fluctuation measurement region, 0.5���0.7, there is a de-
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crease in a /LTi
due mainly to increases in Ti, a /Ln increases,

and a /LTe
does not change outside the error bars. Effective

charge state Zeff has increased from 1.7 to 2.2. Overall, the
increases in Te /Ti and LTi

/LTe
and decrease in collisionality

�eff=�ei /�de �Ref. 9� by a factor of 2 are expected to increase
the TEM drive relative to ITG mode drive according to drift-
wave theory. The ECH also leads to changes in the radial
electric field profile, but there is no change in the E�B
shearing rate outside error bars.

To evaluate the changes in transport between the two
cases, time-independent power balance analysis is performed
with the ONETWO code.10 The 100 fits to measured profiles
�Te, Ti, ne, toroidal rotation, and impurity density� are used as
input to the radial power balance analyses. In Fig. 2 the mean
electron �	e� and ion �	i� thermal diffusivities and standard
deviations are calculated from the resulting ensemble of 100
ONETWO analyses. Figure 2�a� shows that the experimentally
inferred electron thermal diffusivity 	e increases factors of
2.5–3.5 during ECH. The ion thermal diffusivity 	i, Fig.
2�b�, tends to increase as well, but changes are just outside
error bars in the region of interest, 0.5���0.7.

To monitor changes in core turbulence, long wavelength
fluctuations �k��s�0.5� are measured at three radial loca-
tions: �=0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 with the beam emission spectros-
copy �BES� system11 and the correlation electron cyclotron
emission �CECE� diagnostic.12 Here k� is the wavenumber of

the fluctuations, � is poloidal direction, and �s is the ion
sound gyroradius. BES and CECE are sensitive to local,
long-wavelength density fluctuations ñ /n and electron tem-

perature fluctuations T̃e /Te, respectively. The changes in the
fluctuation spectra at ��0.7 during ECH are shown in
Fig. 3.

The fluctuation data are averaged over 200 ms between
t=1500 and 1700 ms to improve the signal to noise ratio. At
�=0.7, the measured electron temperature fluctuation level
�obtained by integrating the cross-power spectrum between

40 and 400 kHz� increases by 50% from T̃e /Te=1.0
0.2%

in the beam-only plasma to T̃e /Te=1.5
0.2% in the plasma
with additional ECH, Fig. 3�b�. In contrast, density fluctua-
tion level �40–400 kHz� does not change outside the experi-
mental uncertainty, ñ /n�1.2
0.18% in both cases, Fig.
3�a�. The frequency range of 40–400 kHz is chosen to avoid
low-frequency noise contributions in the BES data arising

from the neutral beam. Radial profiles of T̃e /Te and ñ /n are
shown in Fig. 4. The density fluctuation amplitudes, Fig.
4�a�, do not increase with ECH at any measurement location.
In contrast, the electron temperature fluctuation amplitudes,
Fig. 4�b�, increase at all radial locations, with the largest

increase at �=0.5, where T̃e /Te increases at least a factor of
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Radial profiles of �a� electron temperature and
�b� a /LTe

, �c� density, and �d� a /Lne
, �e� ion temperature and �f� a /LTi

for the
cases with ECH and NBI heating �red dashed� and NBI heating only �black
solid� are plotted vs �, the normalized square root of the toroidal flux.
Derivatives are calculated with respect to non-normalized square root of
toroidal flux. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation calculated
from an ensemble of 100 profile fits. ECH power is deposited at ��0.17 in
the case with ECH �red�. Electron temperature and density fluctuations are
measured at �=0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 �shading�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� 	e and �b� 	i in cases with no ECH �black solid�
and with ECH �red dashed�. The mean diffusivity and standard deviation
�dotted lines� are calculated from an ensemble of 100 ONETWO analyses
using as input 100 sets of spline fits to measured radial profiles. Electron
temperature and density fluctuations are measured between 0.5���0.7
�yellow shading�.
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2.5 from below the noise level. The spectral narrowing and
downshifts observed in the density fluctuation spectrum cor-
respond to a reduction in E�B velocity during ECH.
Changes in the spectral shape for the temperature fluctua-

tions with ECH are less obvious, as an increase in T̃e /Te at
many frequencies could mask typically observed Doppler
shifts.12

The increase in the ratio �T̃e /Te� / �ñ /n� may be due to
increases in the ratio of the linear mode growth rates

�TEM /�ITG,3,4 as T̃e /Te may be more sensitive to changes in
the TEM drive. A connection between electron temperature
fluctuations and the TEM has been suggested previously13

and would be consistent with the nature of X-mode radiom-
eter measurements of temperature fluctuations.5 Linear sta-
bility analysis for the beam-heated L-mode plasmas with and
without ECH is performed with the trapped gyro-Landau
fluid �TGLF� moment equations.14 The analysis takes experi-
mental profiles as input and calculates the linear growth rates
�lin and real frequencies f lin of the electron mode ��elec , f lin

�0� and ion mode ��ion , f lin�0�. Here we associate the long
wavelength electron branch with the TEM, the ion branch
with the ITG mode. The wavenumber spectra of the linear
growth rates �TEM and �ITG are shown in Fig. 5. The same
100 fits to the measured profiles used for power balance
analysis are used as input to the TGLF analysis. In Fig. 5 the

mean growth rates and standard deviations are calculated
from the resulting ensemble of 100 TGLF analyses. In the
case with ECH, �TEM has increased and �ITG has decreased at
all three radii in the long wavelength range of interest k��s

�0.8. The changes are outside the one sigma error bars,
which represent the uncertainty of the calculated growth
rates due to random error in the input profiles. Note that
changes in �ITG and �TEM occur in the wavenumber range
where the CECE and BES fluctuation diagnostics are ex-
pected to be most sensitive �yellow shading� and also outside
this range. Numerical gyrokinetic simulations have shown
that nonlinear effects of fully developed turbulence tend to
produce maximum transport at lower wavenumbers than
where the peak in linear growth rate occurs.15 The experi-
mental E�B shearing rate in these plasmas is calculated
from the radial electric field profile, which is determined
using charge exchange recombination spectroscopy16 mea-
surements of the poloidal and toroidal impurity carbon rota-
tion velocities. There is no difference outside the error bars
in the E�B shearing rate for the two experimental cases of
interest, so we compare the average E�B shearing rate from
the two cases with the linear growth rates. Where the E�B
shearing rate exceeds the linear mode growth rate it can lead
to stabilization of the mode.17 By comparing the elongation
corrected, flux surface averaged Waltz–Miller E�B shearing
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rate18 with the linear growth rates, we find that shear sup-
pression may be important at long wavelengths.

In conclusion, new multifield fluctuation measurements
at DIII-D show that long-wavelength electron temperature
fluctuations can play an important role in determining elec-
tron thermal transport in L-mode tokamak plasmas. In this
experiment, 	e and the amplitude of long-wavelength elec-
tron temperature fluctuations both increase in beam-heated
L-mode plasmas where local ECH is used to modify the
plasma profiles. In contrast, the amplitude of long-
wavelength density fluctuations does not change. Linear sta-
bility analysis indicates that the linear growth rate ratio
�TEM /�ITG at long wavelengths �k��s�0.8� increases when

the experimental ratio of fluctuation levels �T̃e /Te� / �ñ /n� in-
creases, which is consistent with expectations from drift-
wave theory. The trend that �TEM /�ITG increases during ECH

indicates that the TEM is playing a larger role in governing
electron heat transport in those cases, which may be the rea-

son for the observed increases in 	e and T̃e /Te in those cases.
However, nonlinear turbulence simulations are needed to
fully explore the details of changes in the turbulence drive
and the effects of E�B shear. These new multifield fluctua-
tion measurements may help explain past experimental re-
sults where transport changed significantly although long-
wavelength density fluctuation amplitudes did not change.7,19
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